REPLACEMENT LIMIT CONTROLS
3” OR 7” ELEMENT EXTENSION
ADJUSTABLE RANGE 150-250°F SPDT

These universal replacement limit controls are equipped with silver-plated contacts, quick connect terminals and an adjustable bracket to permit the temperature setting to conform to the unit being replaced.
When making the replacement, simply check the cut-out temperature of the limit control that is removed from the furnace and set the limit slide on the replacement unit to conform to this temperature. (See Figure 1)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR REPLACING
L593A and L597A SPST Limit Controls

When replacing L593A or L597A series SPST limit controls with L593BA or L597BA replacement controls, simply connect the two wires to the terminals marked C. (Common) and N.C. (normally closed), leaving the terminal marked N.O. (normally open) un-wired.
(See Figure 2)